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Introduction – Part two

Part two is about the rifles I have collected and my unique experiences with them.

However before I start and whilst I was searching for information on these fine rifles, I stumble across a rimfire forum
website www.rimfireshooting.com/index.php?showtopic=658 that discusses the Mauser 201 and a conversion that
was done in the USA by a firm called Kleingunther (KDF) in Sequin, Texas. These rifles, called the K22 were made by
Voere in Germany and KDF rebuilt them with Anschutz barrels. The website states that these K22’s had incredible
accuracy and contends that in a sporter weight production rifle, the KDF K22 is the most accurate ever produced. In
fact one contributor stated these rifles were “boringly accurate”

Now there’s a challenge. I do not have a KDF K22 but I do have five Mauser 201’s in .22LR and one in .22WMR. In 2010
I had only serviced two of them, carried out minor repairs, manufactured a few parts and restored a stock to ensure
they are in good working order but wouldn’t it be interesting if I could assemble a boring accurate rifle.

The quality and capability of these fine rifles in a price bracket I can afford, has allowed me to collect five of these rifles
in 2010. As the rifles become available I will describe the work required and the accessories I have purchased or
manufactured to restore these rifles back to their former glory.

I will describe the process not in which order I purchased the rifles but in what order I restored them. This is due to the
length of the restoration process which will become more apparent as you read on.

As I have already described the rifles action in the part one of the report, I will only concentrate on the areas of
restoration, the problems I have encountered and the rifle performance.

Mauser 201 .22LR, Serial No 130751
This was my second rifle which I purchased from a dealer in Sussex, England. Over the phone the dealer explain that
the magazine had been welded, that he had repaired the ejector but otherwise the rifle was in “good” condition.
However upon receipt the rifle was as described but it was also in a very poor state of cleanliness and clearly had not

been serviced for many years. The most obvious fault was the internal condition of the barrel which was completely
black with carbon not to mention a few other issues.

Initial condition
After initial inspection the rifles overall condition should be more accurately described as mediocre, with problems in
the following areas, barrel, muzzle, ejector, magazine and woodwork.

As the intended use for this rifle was to be for field use and to add to my collection there was to be no modifications
and to retain as much as the original format as possible.
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Barrel
Removing the carbon was the easiest task that simply required a good clean. Fortunately the bore was fine with no
pitting and no obvious signs of wear. One advantage of restoring hunting rifles is that they tend to fire less rounds than
their target equivalents and that the .22RF round causes little wear.

The previous owner had reduced the barrel to 19” and had it threaded for a moderator, hence my decision to build
this as a short range field gun. However the thread had been poorly cut, so the first thing I did was check the thread
alignment with the bore, tidy up both the thread, the shoulder and finally crowned the muzzle.

The blueing on the barrel was acceptable with some loss underneath the barrel near the muzzle. This was caused by
the previous owner and the type of moderator he used. I decided to leave the barrel as it was, because I could not
re‐blue to the original standard and would therefore have two different standards of bluing on the same rifle.

Ejector
The original ejector is a vertical plate which can be damaged by empty cases or by misuse of the cleaning rod. The
repair is too simply replacing the original with an exact copy, which is a simple task for anyone with a small degree of
engineering skills. However on this rifle the ejector had been replace with a more solid affair manufactured locally. It
appeared to work efficiently, so I left it alone

Magazine
5rd .22LR magazines come with a base plate and attached to this is a larger more substantial extension plate. Its means

of attachment is adhesive,
however the plate had came
loose and the previous
owner welded the extension
to the magazine and the
magazine spring was so weak
it would not feed reliably.

My repair was to grind away
the base plate and file away
any remaining weld. If there
is sufficient metal remaining
you can form new lips and

manufacture a new base. However the welding process literally melts the magazine, if the welder was a poor one the
damage can be so severe that the magazine is beyond repair. In my case I was lucky and as the pictures shows above
I was able to produce an effective and professional repair. The magazine spring was replaced with a CZ version from
their 5rd magazine, which was an ideal solution and easily available.

Woodwork
With the rifle being around 25yrs old the woodwork had seen better days. The supplier had stated that he had restored
the woodwork. All he had done had applied a Tru‐Oil type finish straight on top of the previous finish including the butt
pad and it looked very unprofessional.

I removed the stock and all the metal work but left the butt pad in place. I cleaned up the checkering and removed all
the old debris, removed all the existing finish including that on the butt pad. The reason for  leaving the pad in place is
that the pad then retains its shape together with the butt.
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I cleaned the stock internally which includes all the recesses around the trigger, magazine and the barrel well. I then
removed the  butt pad and prepared the wood to receive its first finish. This is done using a very fine sand paper,
ensuring that all the tooling marks are removed and the wood is sanded in the direction of the grain. Finish is applied
to the checkering first so any excess can be wiped away. I always applied my finish by hand, never with a brush. The
exception to this rule is in very small areas where I can’t reach. Curing time varies between 24 & 36hrs and the number
of finishes that requires applying depends on the absorbency of the wood, but usually two coats.

Once the final finish has sufficiently hardened I refitted the butt and upgraded the sling swivels with modern QD studs.
I had considered bedding this rifle but three things dissuaded me; I needed to identify the rifles accuracy in the original
factory format; the barrel had been shortened so therefore was bedding going to improve matters to a worthwhile
level and I wanted to retain the original rifle without any major modifications.

Rifle Mechanism
Every single part is stripped, degreased, polished and checked. Burred screw heads are repaired and re‐blued, springs
are checked and replaced where necessary and the rifle is rebuilt, correctly lubricating it along the way. The barrel is
gauged and the headspace is checked. Finally the magazine is inserted with dummy cartridges and the action is cycled
to ensure correct feeding, extraction and ejection.

Bolt
I should also mention one small repair I carried out to the bolt. The bolt handle had become slightly rusty and the
bluing worn. So to overcome this problem I polished the bolt handle and re blued.

QD Studs & Sling
As I mentioned previously I fitted QD studs to the stock, so with field shooting in mind I fitted one of Allen's best slings.
Cost for this sling was approx. £22.00, it was well made and came with quick release fittings for the QD studs. Some
may baulk at this price for a simple sling but I have experienced all manner of slings and I can assure that the cheaper
slings are often left wanting.
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Optics and Mounts
With regards to the optics I fitted B‐Square adaptor blocks and converted the 3/8 rimfire rail to standard 12mm and in
turn I fitted good quality Leupold 1” low rings.

The scope was a Leupold VXIII 1‐6x32 which I was very fortunate to acquire second hand at a very fair price. If you can
afford a Leupold scope, I would highly recommend one, this particular VXIII retails around £445.00 in the UK which is
double the price for which I paid for the rifle. However besides being excellent scope, if you look after the scope they
will literally last your life time and Leupold will offer you a lifetime guarantee to back that claim up. Taking this into
account together with the fact that the restoration had increase the rifles value to approx £400.00 balanced matters
off in terms the correctly priced scope for the rifle.

Before choosing a scope you must consider what use you intend to put your rifle too. If you are shooting a .22LR rimfire
rifle with sub sonic ammunition then you should consider your effective range as 75yrds with an absolute maximum
range of 100yrds. Therefore I consider an ideal scope magnification range to be in the 6‐12 range and the 1‐6x32 fits
the bill nicely. Anything more than an x12 is a waste of the scopes capability.

Moderator
As the barrel was threaded, I intended to fit a moderator from the very beginning. In the UK rimfire moderators range
in price from £36‐£150.00, I thought £150 was pushing it as the extra money does not necessary equates to reduced

attenuation,  so  therefore  I  pitched  at  the mid‐price
range and purchased a Norwegian A‐Tech moderator.
They are efficient and manufactured from aluminium,
which would avoid corrosion and would effectively
moderator a 19” barrel.

One of the major considerations when purchasing a
moderator is barrel length. A .22LR subsonic cartridge
will  burn‐out  its  propellant  at  12‐14”,  therefore  the

shorter the barrel, the more efficient moderator you will require. Another issue you should consider with the shorter
barrel is that you will dump burnt and un-burnt powder into the moderator. At some point the un-burnt powder will
flash off which can be a little disconcerting.

Summary
At the time of writing I had yet to fully test this rifle in the field and to measure its attenuation; however I did test it at
an indoor range at 25yrds. Functioning was flawless with the magazine regularly and consistently feeding 5rds without
fault. Once zeroed and shooting from the most stable rest I could obtain, I achieved all 5rds in a single all touching
group.  In October 2010 I measured the attenuation of the above configuration
and measured 104.1dB(a) using Eley .22 Sub Sonic ammunition.

Field Test
In the field and at 70yrds and with 3rds of Eley .22 sub sonic ammunition, the rifle
achieved the grouping as depicted below, which was 0.447 or less than ½”. This
gives a superb indication of what the rifle is capable off.  Restoring the woodwork
and polishing all the various surfaces returned the rifle to its factory format, the
discoloured bluing under the barrel was not visible to the casual glance which
was an added bonus. Fitting the scope, sling and moderator brought the rifle
back to life, indicating the rifle was now in regular use, an object of historical
interest, its use to be enjoyed instead of sitting on some dealers shelve.
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Mauser 201 .22LR, Serial No 123440
This was my fourth rifle, purchased in 2010 and was purchased for two distinct reasons; the brown receiver and its
superb condition. To date this was the best rifle that I had procured.  It is an early model as indicated by the serial
number and the fact the numbers are engraved.
Stock
The rifle came with a deluxe stock with absolutely no damage, not even any cabinet marks. A Bisley adjustable butt
plate had been professionally fitted and as part of this process and I think the stock was re‐finished. I stripped the stock
to clean it and identified that it was fitted with the same bedding plates I had found previously on the .22WMR. This
was confirmation that the bedding plate was a Mauser genuine part and not something fitted by a previous owner.

I removed the original sling swivels and replaced them with modern QD swivels which allow me to fit a more modern
sling. However I can refit the originals at any time as they are a straight swap.

Barrel
The barrel had been threaded for a moderator and if the rifle had been fitted with a fore sight the evidence had been
lost. However there was a faint mark underneath the bluing where the rearsight had been. This was an early rifle
therefore any rearsight would have had a welded stud securing it. The stud had been removed and the offending area
professionally finished. Rifling was in superb condition and was identical to other barrels from the same period.

Receiver
The receiver was identical to other early model rifles and was in excellent condition. The principle difference with this
receiver was it was brown rather than the traditional blue. I know from experience that when bluing certain steels
depending on the metals chemical content they will brown rather than blue. What I can’t identify at this stage is
whether this was a manufacturing accident or a deliberate variation. The underneath of the receiver is blue so
therefore I feel this is a aftermarket process, caused by re-bluing the barrel when the ironsight's were removed and
the barrel was threaded. Having said that, from the authors point of view this “browning” is cosmetically pleasing.

The rear of the receiver also had a protective sticker as described in part one of these reports, however it was slightly
damaged and had become unsightly, therefore I decided to remove it.

Trigger & Magazine Housing
These items are identical to the other rifles so therefore I have no intention of discussing them any further.
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Scope
The  rifle  came with  a  Tasco  4‐16x40  scope which  had  some
minor damage but was serviceable. Therefore I replaced it with
a  new  Weaver  4‐12x44  with  a  ballistic  X  reticule.  Weaver
scopes are built to a reasonable quality with a moderate price
tag but if I have any observation with the 44/40 model, the
reticule on this model is too coarse. For those readers not
aware of Ballistic X reticule, they are a simplified spin‐off from
the Mildot reticule and are particularly good with .22LR rimfire
as they allow the shooter to accurately “hold over” at longer
ranges.

For .22LR rifle the maximum effective range especially with sub
sonic ammunition is 80yrds and with HV 120yrds, so therefore the minimum magnification that I would require is x9
with a maximum of x14. The combination of an x12 magnification and a ballistic X reticule make shooting small targets
accurately at 80yrds more attainable.

In October 2010 I replaced the scope with a Leupold VXII 4-12x40  which is
my premier choice for rimfire rifles. The reason being is the VX-II still has
coin slot and in turn you can fit Stoney Point external drums, which is a very
cost effective way of fitting tactical drums.  This Leupold had a long range
duplex reticule, which is what other manufacturers call a hold over reticule,
in other words it has two Mil dots underneath the cross hairs to allow you
to aim off for long range shots, ideal for .22LR. The reticule is also fine which
is more suitable for small targets at longer ranges.

Scope rings & Bases
I’m not a great lover of the any rimfire scope base or dovetail. The 3/8 or
11mm base appears flimsy as do the associated rings. Therefore I utilise the
B Square adaptor which allowed me you use the standard 1” Weaver rings.
Initially I used Warne maxima steel rings but with the introduction of the
Leupold scope I upgraded to Leupold rings, which resulted in a far more
superior combination.

Field Trials
I start all my field trials for rimfire rifle at an indoor range. The purpose of
this is to get the scope adjusted as accurately as possible taking out any
human or environmental influences. The target on the right is a 3 round
group achieved at 25yrds – enough said, even with the original Weaver
scope.

I then took the rifle to an outside range were I test at 50, 65, 80 and 90yrds,
utilising Eley .22 Sub Sonic. At 65yrds I achieved a group of 0.605 and at
80yrds 1.035
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Summary
This rifle shot like all other .22LR Mauser 201’s I have tested – extremely well, proving if nothing else that Mausers
manufacturing quality control was on the ball. By the time I had written this summary I had finalised the rifle with the
replacement Leupold scope. This combination, together with the upgraded stock makes this rifle the most elegant in
my collection.

Mauser 201 .22LR, Serial No: 130695
This was the fifth Mauser 201 I added to my collection. The decision to purchase this rifle was based on the fact that
it had not been altered in any way and it had the original Iron sights and the muzzle had not been threaded for a
moderator.

Initial condition
This is a typical late production deluxe rifle, where the serial numbers are finely engraved and nothing is different to

any of the previous rifles I have purchased. Condition of the rifle, internally and externally was very good with no loss
of blueing and no marks or dints to the woodwork.

Barrel
This was the sole reason for purchasing this rifle as all my previous rifles had their barrels altered in some way.

 As this was a later model
the sights were secure to
the barrel with screws,
otherwise the barrel was
of the same standard as all
of the other models.
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Crown
Off real interest to me was the muzzle crown; it was beautifully machined with a
2mm chamfer on the outside of the muzzle and an 11° inverted crown as shown in
the picture. This is why I like Mauser’s; it’s their attention to detail and the
manufacturing quality that brings these rifles to the fore.

Iron sights
The iron sights on these rifles are really in my opinion more of a secondary affair and
if this was a full bore centre fire I would describe them as emergency sights should
your scope fail or be damaged. The rifle is designed primarily to be shot with a scope,
on later models like this rifle, the iron sights are secured to the barrel using screws
rather than threaded studs.

Front sight
The sights are typically European and very similar to what you find on other sporting
Mausers or Mannlicher’s. The fore sight consists of a front sight base and the fore
sight blade, with the blade being secured with a pin. Different size blades are
available to assist in zeroing ranging in size from 5.50mm to 8.00mm and increasing
in 0.5mm increments. The front sight is neatly profiled and the blade is spring loaded
so not to catch on any clothing – nice touch.

The blade is 2.70mm thick which unfortunately makes any degree of accuracy
impossible especially for a .22. Why did Mauser place these sights on .22 rimfire where they would be so ineffective?
Certainly it was to give the 201 a centre fire appearance, but secondly it was a cost effective solution because if you
look at the Mauser manual for the centre fire Mauser 225 (available on the Mauser website) you will notice that both
the 201 and 225 rifle, share common parts, especially the Iron sights.

Rear sight
The rear sight is located 41cm from the muzzle and consists of a base and the rear sight. The rear sight is a dove tail fit
in the base and adjustment for windage is by tapping the sight left or right with a hammer and punch.  There is a small
grub screw on top of the rear sights base for added security, which obviously need to be slackened prior to any
rearsight adjustment. The rear sight is available in one size only as elevation adjustment is done with the different sized
foresight blades.

Receiver and Stock
The receiver, stock and associated components are typical to other latter model Mausers. Overall condition of this rifle
is very good but I will not discuss the rifle any further as there is nothing new to add,
that we have not already discussed in previous articles.

Iron sight range test
I used CCI Minimag for this test as the barrel had not threaded for a moderator. I
achieved a 40mm group at 50yrds which can be seen to the left with the rounds
striking the target 6” below the point of aim. As this proves the Iron sights offer very
little in terms of the rifle performance
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Summary
This rifle in terms of performance and quality is no different to other rifles in my collection. The principle reason for its
purchase was the unaltered barrel. Now that I have had the opportunity to study the barrel and test the Iron sights, I
will fit the rifle with a scope. It is only with a scope fitted that you can maximise the rifles performance. Why were Iron
sights fitted? I can only assume for two reasons; In keeping with the rifle’s centre-fire appearance and secondly it adds
to the purchase price.

The final configuration for this rifle is as shown in the picture below; the rifle was fitted with steel rimfire rings and a
Nikon Fieldmaster 3-9x40 Scope. I have no intention of threading the barrel as I wish to retain the rifle in it original
state. As a result this rifle will be shot for fun rather than being used for field work. Like all the other Mausers this rifle
shot really well and was extremely accurate.

Paul Green
Thames Valley Guns
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